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ABOVE-GROUND IRRIGATION

THE REGENERATION OF GREEN SPACES 
IN THE CITY

INDEX

THE PROFESSIONAL LINE 

MERCHANDISING

PRODUCT CODE LIST 

From Claber expertise comes the most extensive 
range of DIY irrigation products in the market. 
Three specific lines offering tailor-made solutions; 
several product families made to last and that make 
everyday irrigation easier.

Dispenser (size 20x39x13)

Small dispenser (size 10x39x13)

Hanging carded pack

Roll of hose

Box

Pallet

PACKAGING KEY TO SYMBOLS

TAP CONNECTORS

QUICK-CLICK® SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC COUPLINGS

SPRAY NOZZLES AND PISTOLS

ERGOGRIP® SYSTEM

METAL-JET

SPRINKLERS

PULSATING SPRINKLERS

HOSE REELS AND CARTS

ROTOROLL® EVOLUTION

SHOWER, CARRY CART®,  WIPPY 
SYSTEM BRUSHES

HAPPY FRESH KIT

HOSES

SPRINGY®

TOP-LIGHT

SPIRAL KIT
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DRIP IRRIGATION UNDERGROUND IRRIGATION

BATTERY WATER TIMERS

POLYETHYLENE HOSES

TRIPLE-SOAKER HOSE

TAP CONNECTORS

BLOCK-SYSTEM

COUPLINGS

DRIPPERS

READY-TO-USE KIT

MICRO-SPRINKLERS

IDRIS® 

OASIS® EVOLUTION

AQUA-MAGIC® SYSTEM

AQUALUX® SYSTEM

COLIBRÌ® SYSTEM

MULTIPLA

AQUA-HOME

HYDRO-4®

PROGRAMMABLE SOLENOID VALVES

SOLENOID VALVE

VALVE BOXES

POP-UP SPRINKLERS

TURBO-JET

TURBINES

ACCESSORIES

PIPES

COMPRESSION CONNECTORS
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GREEN THINKING 

Cultivating a little vegetable patch on the terrace or a 
balcony is the ideal synthesis between contemporary 
living and reclaiming a pleasure from a bygone era.
Seeing vegetables grow and rediscovering the authentic 
flavours of food is becoming more and more popular.  

To water a little vegetable patch on your balcony
Discover Springy on page . 72-73

GROWING THINGS ON THE TERRACE

Flowers and ornamental plants have always made our 
houses beautiful, bringing harmony, character and 
vitality to living spaces. Today greenery is becoming a 
fundamental design complement, which pleases the eye 
as well as making the air in our houses purer. 

For the welfare of indoor plants
Discover Aqualux System on page 120

WITH GREEN PLANTS YOU CREATE A 
DESIGN/FURNISHING WITH PLANTS

THE REGENERATION OF 
GREEN SPACES IN THE CITY
Plants are playing an increasing role in the 
new trends in contemporary living.

AROMATIC PLANTS 
GIVE FLAVOUR AND PERFUME

PLANTS PLAY A LEADING ROLE 
IN LIVING SPACES

New Trends
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From Milan to Sydney, London to Singapore, the vertical 
wood is a natural spectacle that beats in the heart of 
metropolitan cities. Greenery is taking back urban spaces, 
purifying the air of fine dusts, dulling sound pollution, and 
offering our eyes glimpses of the beauty that the future will 
be able to give us.

To make the terrace bloom
Discover Aqua-Magic System on page 118-119

A GREEN LUNG IN THE CITY

GREAT ARCHITECTS IMAGINE 
GREEN CITIES FOR OUR FUTURE
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Claber knows that each plant and each flower needs a 
different amount of water and of special attention. 
And we know that each individual has a different 
amount of time to dedicate to their own small or large 
green world. For this reason, Claber has always been 
a pioneer in new ways of caring for plants, bringing 
together efficient irrigation and the philosophy of 
DIY.  The wide range of products and ready-to-use 
solutions and all of Claber’s support, make it simple 
and enjoyable to look after green spaces, always 
making sure that they get the right amount of water 
and reducing waste. This also means the creation of a 
complete watering system is within everyone’s grasp.
By choosing Claber, you are sharing our vision: 
achieving a perfect balance between the 
contemporary lifestyle and nature’s rhythms, 
rewarding you through the little everyday things that 
really matter. And watering becomes a moment of 
pleasure every day: this is called the Claber effect.

Since 1969, family-run Italian company Claber 
has been taking care of plants, one drop at a 
time, in gardens all over the world.

OUR PROMISE

For more than fifty years Claber has been planning 
and producing innovative, easy-to-use products for 
watering, which respect the growth of nature and 
accommodate the busy lives of people
A constant commitment that is renewed with each 
new innovation, which anticipate the needs and habits 
of a society that is changing fast. Solutions suitable for 
any context, from small to large gardens, and with the 
market’s most complete range for watering terrace 
and house plants.
Claber’s success is firmly based on a sense of 
responsibility and reliability. Each product is designed, 
created and tested in our own factories in Italy. Claber 
only selects certified raw materials that are strictly 
nontoxic to entrust safe products that are made to last.
Sector professionals, engineers and specialist 
technicians constantly share their ideas, work 
and passion for efficient irrigation, to care for the 
environment and conserve that vital resource, 
water, and to construct the answers to the needs of 
tomorrow. This is our promise.

CLABER EFFECT



OUR COMMITMENT
FOR PEOPLE
AND FOR THE PLANET



A coordinated, widespread flow of communication, from 
marketing online, offline and at the sales point, to the support 
service. To support our customers and be close to consumers, 
step after step.

Claber is continuously investing to ensure the brand’s position at the top of 
the sector.  The launch of each new product is accompanied by a dedicated, 
coordinated, and effective communication strategy, on traditional channels and 
new media.
Brightly coloured packaging and stands, featuring Claber’s iconic orange colour, 
catch the eye and make self service easy, thanks also to the instant information 
printed in full on the packaging.
Via the most popular digital platforms, with multimedia tools and directly 
with the telephone support service, Claber fosters a dialogue to accompany 
consumers in their choices and in combining the most suitable solutions, and 
to show how to assemble and operate each product.

ON THE PACKAGING
USEFUL INFORMATION 

AND LINKS TO 
MULTIMEDIA CONTENT.

Discover them on page 154

A breath of fresh air is blowing through the new Claber 
stands. Pleasant and attractive, they transmit positive 
sensations from first glance.



DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS

TELEPHONE SUPPORT

IN-STORE MARKETING

WEBSITE & LANDING PAGE

ADV VIDEO & PRESS

GUIDES TO PURCHASE AND USE 
ACCESSIBLE AT ANY TIME,
AT THE SALES POINT AND AT HOME.

IDEAS AND ADVICE
DESIGNED FOR EVERYONE
From marketing to support:
continuous attention



ABOVE-GROUND 
IRRIGATION

Everyone can find the right solution for their needs with 
Claber’s extensive above-ground irrigation range. 

The pistols and spray nozzles not only have a 
cutting-edge design, but they are also efficient and 
comfortable to hold, made of materials that guarantee 
perfect grip. 

The sprinklers are lightweight yet sturdy, designed to last 
over time and handy to adjust. 

This makes them perfect for any garden or green space. 
Our hoses are made of first choice materials and can be 
used with our extensive range of hose reels, helping you 
move freely around your garden. 

Our automatic couplings, easy-to-install in a quick click, 
meet all the most common connection needs, ensuring 
no water waste. 

Claber products not only look great, but are also 
handy and easy to use, making watering a relaxing and 
enjoyable experience.

WATERING IS A REAL PLEASURE



Give value to the time you 
spend in the garden 

Choose technology, without 
compromising on style



A MATTER OF STYLE 
Convenience, the choice of different jet patterns, quality 
materials and a unique design: the wide range of spray 
nozzles and pistols perfectly represents Claber unmis-
takable Made in Italy style.

CONNECTING UP

Much more than just simple connectors and 
couplings. In addition to being the most 
comprehensive and universal range of products, 
Claber range stands out for the work that has been 
done on such a small yet vitally important accessory, 
for perfect irrigation with no wasted water.

AN AQUATIC DELIGHT

Static, rotating, oscillating and pulsating sprinklers 
guarantee perfectly calibrated and even irrigation 
across the lawn, creating pleasant water patterns 
with a light rain effect.

WHEN EVERYTHING TURNS OUT RIGHT 

Practical, lightweight and sturdy, Claber hose reels 
and carts have one sole purpose: making your life in 
the garden easier every day.



Watering your flowers, lawn or vegetable patch first thing in the 
morning, or as the sun goes down in the evening. The smell of 
wet grass. Droplets of water sliding off the leaves, forming little 
streams on the ground. These are invaluable everyday moments 
that Claber helps you treasure with its range of products.

A PRECIOUS MOMENT


